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Summary 

During the internship in Euronext, a stock market exchange company, I have been involved in
several international projects on the role of UX/UI designer. My tasks consist of two primary:               
transfer, adaptation and implementation of Oslo Børs VPS and Irish Stock Exchange web
systems to the Euronext system; and one additional: adaptation of the main Euronext websites              
for the smartphones and other mobile devices.

As a company working on the stock market, Euronext operates large massives of data. It is a                 
challenge from every side of the development: from the analysis algorithms to the representation              
of this data for the final user. Construction of the interfaces with massive tables requires specific                
methodologies. 

During the review of the mobile adaptation of the Euronext websites, I discovered multiple
issues appeared to the problems of the internal UI library. Those issues pushed me toward               
recreating the existing library within Figma software. It helps to unify all the elements during the
prototyping phase and decrease difficulties for the front-end developers.  

International projects Oslo Børs VPS and Irish Stock Exchange are massive tasks with a lot of                
work to be done. As a part of it, I created multiple mockup prototypes of different pages:                 
datasheets, newsletters, authentication, etc. As well I actively participated in the team meetings             
and played a significant role in discussions. 

Keywords: 

User Interfaces, Web Ecosystem, Design System, Mobile Experience, Small Screen, Tables. 
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1. Introduction 
At the end of the academic year 2019/2020, I performed the Master 2 internship in Euronext                
company [1]. This report represents realised work during this period and as well as background               
information and future perspectives.  

Euronext is the premier stock exchange in the eurozone, with a registered office in Amsterdam               
and headquarters in La Défense in Paris, which operates markets in Amsterdam, Brussels,             
London, Lisbon, Dublin, Oslo and Paris. Euronext operates regulated and transparent equity and             
derivatives markets. Its total product offering includes Equities, Exchange Traded Funds,           
Warrants & Certificates, Bonds, Derivatives, Commodities and Indices. Euronext also leverages           
its expertise in running markets by providing technology and managed services to third parties. 

1.1. Team and workflow 

Our developer team is a part of the International Sales and Digital marketing departments of               
Euronext Paris headquarters. However, company hierarchy and team communications are very           
efficient and flexible that allows us to work on international projects remotely.  

UX/UI development in the company happening under the supervision of Stephane Clediere, the             
Senior Manager at Euronext, and also my supervisor for this internship. The team consists of six                
people in total: two Euronext developers, three consultants on outsourcing and me as an              
internship student. For the projects described in this report, we worked in close contact with               
front-end developers and project owners from Paris, Oslo and Dublin. 

Tasks inside the team have been distributed individually, which means each of us working on its                
own mission independently. However, there are daily meetings where team members report their             
progress and discuss questionable moments. Everything further goes through validation by the            
head of the team. This workflow allows me to have parts of the project done individually, and                 
all the work described in this thesis was performed entirely by me under team supervision. 

1.2. COVID-19 

The pandemic situation that happened in Europe in 2020 had an impact on every industry as well                 
as Euronext and my internship here. Fast spreading of the disease at the beginning of the year                 
leads to the decision to close the Paris office and switch everyone to remote work in March. My                  
internship, which officially started 16 March, was on hold for some time due to the overloaded                
HR department during this period. Complete lockdown happened in France in mid-March,            
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creating huge problems on all levels of communication. Logistics channels were not working             
correctly, and I was not able to acquire all the necessary equipment and access in time.  

Return to the office happened 1 July only, and many of the general project deadlines were                
postponed. COVID-19 is one of the most severe limitations of my internship, which impact will               
be discussed more later in this report. 

1.3. Chapter list 

The thesis contains six chapters, and Introduction here is the first one.  

Next Chapter 2 will dive into the projects I have been working on during my internship and                 
describe Euronext website ecosystem in detail. There will be discussed international plans with             
Oslo and Dublin headquarters and mobile version review. 

Chapter 3 will give an overview of the theoretical background used in these projects. Euronext is                
a company working on the stock market, so it performs, analyses and represents an enormous               
amount of data. In this case, there will be discussed ways of representation and work with large                 
tables and big data. 

Methodology Chapter 4 will describe how the works were performed, what are the methods,              
principles and guidelines used there.  

The most voluminous Сhapter 5 will show the results of the design stage and also some                
implementations. The report can’t handle everything that has been made during the internship, so              
I chose the most important and/or exciting examples. 

To finish my report, I will conclude everything in Chapter 6. There will be shown analysis of the                  
work: what was made, what was dropped and what limitations I have met during. Also will be                 
discussed the main achievements and failures.  
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2. Projects description 
The second chapter focuses on background information about projects under development during
the internship. Here will be a brief description of Euronext existing web internal-external             
ecosystem. Further, there will be indicated primary information on two projects, their objectives
to be achieved and motivation for the company. It also contains a description of some additional                
tasks that I have been involved in as a UX-Designer intern.

2.1. Euronext website ecosystem

At this moment, the company has three public websites, which were launched last July 2019.
UX/UI part of the development was performed by a contractor company and previous             
UX-Designer intern [2].

Euronext.com [3] is the main corporate website that provides information about Euronext and             
its activities: general information, markets description and products/services. General info          
includes history, company culture and values, press media, career, etc. The website describes all              
regulated markets under Euronext field of expertise. Assuredly, it contains all the marketing             
information about the company's product, and services include links to other product pages. 

The target audience of the main website:  

● Company prospects (Company that look to be listed on Exchange on one of Euronext             
trading venues); 

● The issuer of Warrants, funds and ETFs (Insurance company, Banks, asset management); 
● Trading Members prospect (To trade on Euronext system called Optiq [4]); 
● Institutional investors: people interested in trading one of the various product sold on             

Euronext markets; 
● Data vendor Prospect, data Vendors like Reuters or Bloomberg, are dissemination or            

Market data using Optiq MDG (Market Data Gateway feed); 
● Exchanges – Euronext are selling or Trading or Data dissemination solution to peer             

Exchanges or IT companies; 
● Lawyers and regulator – Euronext have rules and regulation section, with standard            

harmonised regulations and laws specific to each Euronext Countries; 
● Media – Journalist; 
● Euronext Shareholder (Private or institutional investors) Euronext Company shares are          

listed on Euronext own market. 
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Fig. 1.  Euronext.com Homepage 

Live.Euronext.com [5] website, is a separate public page offering market data and operational             
information to clients. It shows share prices, volume, historical data and other data. Euronext              
activity is covering 160 000 different market instruments accessible by quote search product             
directories (screener) with two possible entries, by Product or by Market (Countries). 

Examples,

● Client interested in Stock or Equities => there is a landing page that covers all the offer                 
on Stock and can be filtered by country; 

● A client is a French-based person => there is an entry for the only French market (Market                 
Paris), which is possible to filter by product. 

The target audience of the Live.Euronext.com:

● Institutional investors, 
● Private investors, 
● Trading members, 
● Data vendor. 
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Fig. 2.  Live.Euronext.com Homepage 

Connect.Euronext.com [6] informational website, which also contains market data, but          
provided in a more advanced and relevant format created specifically for an authorised user.  

Target audience: 

● Listed Companies (1300 users); 
● Trading members (350 users); 
● Data vendors (100 users); 
● General public. 

Connect.Euronext.com is having four different workspaces corresponding to the four user           
groups described above. Connect.Euronext.com delivers a different user experience and
permission depending on your user type and the role assigned to it. 

On Connect.Euronext.com website, users can: 

● Obtain real-time info, on-screen or as downloadable report;
● Fill up different order forms and access to the status of their orders; 
● Access IT documentation;
● Access Exchanges notices; 
● Perform some contributions that will be published on Live.euronext.com (Company

Profile, Financial calendar, News, etc.); 
● Subscribe to notifications (receive mainly via email);
● Create a sub-user as a part of the client company. 
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Fig. 3.  Connect.Euronext.com Homepage 

2.2. Oslo Børs VPS Integration Project 

Euronext acquired Oslo Børs VPS, a Norwegian Stock Exchange, in 2019. This stock market is              
central to the northern region. In comparison with other markets, trading on this stock exchange               
is carried out entirely online and provides a wide range of functionality: static information about               
a listing, trading, statistics, products and services including most crucial information for listed             
companies: rules and regulations with guidance and other. Moreover, Oslobors.no [7] is the             
primary source of stock quotes for users in Scandinavian countries. It resource has more than               
30,000 unique registered users with accounts on the web portal and the opportunity to subscribe              
to announcements of companies of interest. 

Fig. 4. Oslobors.no Homepage  
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The goal for this project is to integrate Oslo Børs VPS as part of Euronext global ecosystem.                 
The target regarding Oslo Børs VPS websites is: 

● Oslobors.no website should be integrated into Euronext digital ecosystem: marketing,
corporate and regulatory content into Euronext.com, and market data into          
Live.Euronext.com.

● NewsPoint [8] is the portal of Oslo Børs VPS listed companies to manage company              
information, news publication, Financial calendar, etc. It will be merged with           
Connect.Euronext.com and Euronext.com global customer portal. 

 
Fig. 5.  Migration of Oslobors.no into Euronext global ecosystem 

Globally this merging project consists of multiple subtasks, but the general scope of work can be                
represented like this: 

● Harmonisation and integration of contents;
● Retain and secure current traffic: URL redirect; 
● Data integration: integration of Oslo traded instruments (cash, derivatives and indices),

uploading of data history; 
● Users integration: “My page” user accounts and preferences;
● Features integration: alerts on news, content subscription, watch list, quote alerts. 

Due to the significant volume of work tasks, a large team is working on the implementation of                 
this project. In addition to Euronext representatives, the project also involves two outsource             
companies. The first is a French-based IT consulting agency called Digilityx [9]. They support              
all stages of project management up to final testing, excluding only the programming stage. The               
other, EquensWorldline [10], is in charge of software implementations. They are also a             
French-based company, which is in charge of web hosting, all development and maintenance.  

The main contribution of this work is to provide support for the project at the stage of interface                  
development, for the smooth implementation of information and the realisation of new functions
that were not previously used on Euronext websites. 
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2.3. Dublin Integration Project

In 2018, the Irish Stock Exchange (ISE) [11] became owned by Euronext. Now it operates
under the trading name Euronext Dublin. As the original site of ISE will not be maintained after                 
2020, Dublin instruments must be migrated into Euronext systems and be displayed on
Live.Euronext.com.  

 
Fig. 6.  Irish Stock Exchange Homepage 

The project study scope includes: 

● Integration of all instruments (Bonds including Euro-Commercial Papers (ECP),         
Government Bonds and Funds), including listed and delisted instruments. Display these           
instruments in Directory pages and in-detail instrument pages on Live.Euronext.com 

● Integration of Transfer Issue (TI) documents for listed and delisted Dublin Bonds.            
Display all TI documents related to an issuer, to a programme and also at a security level                 
with access to PDF. Display documents incorporated by reference. 

● Publication of indicative/end of day prices for bonds that do not trade on Euronext              
Dublin. 

The same as for Oslo Børs VPS project the impact here is the prototyping of future integration                
of the new functionality and information on the Euronext website ecosystem. This project is
supported by the same outsourced companies: Digilityx and EquensWorldline. 
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2.4. Additional tasks

Apart from the main projects of Oslo Børs VPS and Irish Stock Exchange, during the
internship, two background tasks were assigned. Those secondary projects served as a company             
integration guide because the pandemic of COVID-19 started at the very beginning of
onboarding and the usual way was not possible. These tasks helped to acquire knowledge and               
understanding of the company's activities, learn new financial vocabulary and find out what tools
and libraries are used internally in the company when creating a product. 

The first task was a review of the mobile version of Live.Euronext.com. To list what could be                 
changed and enhanced, in terms of device adaptation and mobile experience. Result of the              
mobile review is described in Chapter 5.1. 

General issues, discovered during this task, connected with the UI library [12] led to the
initiative of a re-creation of the existing UI library in Figma [13] to improve the work process                 
with future mockups. It will also help to reduce the number of inaccuracies at the interface
development stage. More details will be explained in Chapter 5.2.2. 
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3. Related Research 

3.1. Structure, Perception and Design principles 

The main task of perception is to ensure the performance of an action adequate to the perceived                 
(recognised) object or phenomenon. The perceived object is closely related to the environment             
and, in a sense, cannot be separated from it. The object is observed as a substructure in the                  
context of the general structure of the scene. It is called the "law of structure". The presence of                  
the law of structure allows us to assume that perception is a very complex multistage process that                 
begins with some initial processing of the entire scene as a whole (definition of contrast drops,                
detection of contours, etc.). [14] 

For this reason, to gain a better understanding of the content, it is necessary to create clear visual                  
hierarchy pages. Creating a clear visual hierarchy is one of the hardest tasks in visual interface                
design. Users hardly notice a high-quality visual hierarchy - but its absence and the resulting               
confusion are immediately striking[15]. Steve Krug, in his book [16] outlined three features that              
describe the organisation of interface elements in such a way that the relationship between these               
elements is easy for users to see. Compliance with these points will help make the page more                 
readable and easier to understand. 

1. Visibility of an element is attributed to its importance. It means that the most important               
aspects should be highlighted more. When developing a web design, it is essential to              
maintain an overall contrast - the visual differentiation of several elements. The main             
elements on the site must be highlighted to show visual diversity. It can be done by                
changing the font size, adding unusual colours, replacing the arrangement of elements,            
etc. 

2. If the elements are parts of each other, then they must be presented as attachments. 

3. Logically related elements should also be visually connected to each other. There are             
many ways to visually group elements. For example, some of the five principles of              
Gestalt psychology [17] can be used for these purposes: 

● The law of proximity. It states that a person subconsciously perceives objects            
located next to each other as objects of one group. Our brain strives for continuity               
of perception, and this subconscious grouping gives us a clear interpretation of the             
relationship between objects. 

● The law of similarity. By this law, we perceive together objects with common             
characteristics. Such attributes of similarity can be size, colour, texture, or any            
other visual element. In web design, the law of similarity can be applied when it is                
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necessary to group disparate objects. One way to create visual cohesion, in this             
case, is to give them common property—for example, the background colour. 

Proper use of fundamental principles such as emphasis, contrast, alignment and ease of             
perception is a necessary part of effective design. Euronext, as a company with a considerable               
presence in the web with multiple products should take into account all this during the               
development of the design at all levels. 

3.2. Design system 

Euronext ecosystem, including websites and products, is widely available in multiple different            
formats. It creates hundreds of different variations, which are supposed to be unified with the               
corporate style and also general rules of usage. In this case, design systems are a fundamental                
background for such big projects. 

Standardisation fosters progress in many areas. That considerably simplifies the interaction and            
provides usability since a person can project his previous experience into new scenarios. [18]              
The creation of a unified design system, in this case, is the only solution. Design systems help to                  
create interfaces that are understandable to people, logically arranged and decorated in the same              
style. Users will have a better understanding of what to expect from the controls and will also                 
quickly read the structure of the page and the site as a whole, which will promptly find the                  
information they need. In addition, the ability to reuse the interface elements will significantly              
simplify the development process. Probably the most famous example is Google's Material            
Design [19] system, which powers many Android apps. They started working on the idea in               
2011, and in 2014 they presented a ready-made design system. 

Jesse James Garrett [20] identified three main reasons why the creation of system design is               
essential and necessary:  

1. Provide developers with all the necessary information and be a support in making             
decisions in the future. Creating a library takes a lot of time, but in the future, not having                  
to redo the same elements over and over again will save a lot of time and money. And it                   
will also allow focusing on other equally useful things. [21] 

2. Ensure design consistency. Creating a style guide is the most effective way to make your               
site look systematically and holistically. It also contributes to brand awareness. 

3. Maintain consistency of interface with staff turnover. With the design system, changing            
the employee who is working with the interfaces is not so painful for the company, since                
the main elements and principles used will remain and can be easily transferred to a new                
worker to continue working without disruptions in the design approach sequence. 
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The design system includes two parts: interrelated patterns and general practices. Patterns mean             
design elements and components such as colours, fonts, shadows, buttons, icons, input fields, etc.              
These elements can be reused for different projects and within one. Practices are design              
documentation that describes the technical standards and the concept behind these elements.            
Developers should follow these rules when creating a product interface.[22] 

3.3. Organizing information in complex tables 

Organizing any information, and in particular data of stock markets, where Euronext is             
presented, in complex tables is a real challenge for a designer. It is necessary to group the data                  
understandably and consider adaptation to be viewed on a mobile phone. 

When creating a table design, it is first of all important to understand for what purpose the user is                   
using it. It will help the designer to provide the user with the most useful management of the                  
tabular data to more efficiently and quickly achieve their goal. The following operations with              
tables can be distinguished [23]: 

● View - watching data, 
● Write - enter data, 
● Search - looking for data, 
● Analyse - manage data, 
● Read - take data. 

Since the presentation of the tables created during the internship covers only the needs of users to                 
View and Search for information, then all the following descriptions will relate only to these               
purposes. 

3.3.1. Tables for the Web 

Andrew Coyle offers several patterns in his article [24] that allow design tables in the best way.                 
Here are some of his recommendations: 

1. If there are many columns in the table, then it is necessary to use horizontal scrolling. In                 
this case, it is also recommended to fix the first column, which is the identification one. 

2. Infinite scrolling can be replaced with pagination. 
3. Users can also be given the option to add columns from the dataset by showing the                

bounded table first. 
4. For large datasets, filtering and sorting are also very useful. If we consider filters in more                

detail, then it can contain the following elements: [25] 
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● Search by keyword or phrase, which is a strong and complex component. This             
search can support many additional functions for greater clarity and ease of            
operation. For example, it can take into account morphology, correct typos,           
suggest and prompt the user what he is looking for, and highlight the desired              
fragment in context on the page. 

● Search by the most popular parameters. The user should be able to filter the most               
frequently used fields. 

● Advanced Search. Advanced search has the most considerable advantage in          
conjunction with saved searches. 

● Saved searches. If the user often searches for the same thing, then it is sometimes               
convenient to save the request. If you are saving queries, it is vital that accessing               
them is as easy as accessing the advanced search form. Otherwise, the user will              
forget that he kept something and duplicate saved queries. 

● Several items found. Often it is not the search results that are important, but the               
number of records that satisfy the search query. The whole point of the interactive              
displaying is not only about showing quantity, but also about showing how search             
criteria affect quantity. An early display of the number of found results saves user              
time: for example, a user wants to set five criteria and find the total. But after the                 
second criterion, he sees “Found: 0” - there is no point in wasting time further               
unless he creates a search template. 

● Easy to reset. It should be easy to reset your search filter with one click, rather                
than clearing every parameter. 

5. For the user to stay in context, the author gives several examples, shown in Figures 7-10,                
of how fashionable to display additional information: 

● Additional information can be placed on expandable strings.  

 
Fig . 7.  Example of expandable strings [24] 
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● Quick view. In this case, the information is shown not in the structure of the table,                
but in a separately opening module on the side above the table. 

 
Fig . 8.  Example  of quick view [24] 

● Modal. Also, additional information can be shown inside the popup. 

 
Fig . 9.  Example of modal [24] 

● Row to Details. Clicking on a row link transforms the table into a view with list                
items on the left and additional details on the right. It enables a user to parse large                 
datasets, as well as reference many things without losing their place. 
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Fig . 10.  Example of row to details [24] 

3.3.2. Mobile versions of the tables and adaptation 

The small screen of mobile phones imposes some restrictions on the work. It is not always                
possible to display the same content in the full desktop version of the site and the mobile version.                  
For this reason, it is imperative to think in advance how the information will be displayed in the                  
context of small screens[26].  

According to Chen Hui Jing [27], table customisation for mobile can be done in three ways, as                 
shown in Figures 11-13. 

Option 1: Leave the table unchanged 

This option is available only if the table contains a small number of columns and many rows. It                  
method works best if the data in the table is not very long or numeric. In this case, it is possible                     
to avoid a special adaptation of the table for mobile screens. 

 
Fig . 11.  Representation with the table left the table unchanged [27] 
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Option 2: Add scrolling 

Option applies to both vertical and horizontal scrolling in case you have too much data in the 
table. As in the desktop version, it is desirable to use the fixation of the main column or row. 

 
Fig . 12. Representation with added scrolling [27] 

Option 3: Present strings as blocks 

In this case, each row of the table is converted to a block of multiple rows. It is useful, especially 
if you have a lot of information inside the cells. Also, as an additional transformation, you can 
select the defining string and show only it, and hide the rest in the expandable part in this way. 

 
Fig . 13.  Representation of strings as blocks [27] 

 

Due to the specificity of Euronext activity, understanding of efficient ways of working with              
tables is a vital topic. 
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4. Methodology 
This chapter introduces a representation of the methodologies used during the design work on              
Euronext projects. 

4.1. Mobile Experience 

The first task in chronological order, which was also used as an introduction project, was the                
review of the mobile version of Live.Euronext.com website. Basis of the work was an outdated               
document containing the main issues identified before. In this case, it was necessary to perform               
revision and supplement of the list by checking for the correct display of the site on the screens                  
of gadgets with small screen size. 

Proper testing of the prototype of the mobile version should not be done only on the desktop
using a shrinking function in the browser or other utilities. Unfortunately, such features often              
only allow imitating a smartphone on a computer screen but do not provide complete, truthful
information. Interacting with an interface using the mouse cursor is fundamentally different            
mechanics from using a touchscreen. For example, the user more accurately and faster "hovers"
over the interface elements with the mouse, never obscures icons and signatures with his hand.               
Besides, there are elements on the screen that are not related to the prototype, for example, the
interface of the viewer and the computer operating system. For this reason, revision of all the                
pages of the Live.Euronext.com was performed using different mobile devices: the primary
device was Samsung Galaxy S10 (Android 10), several pages were additionally checked on Ipad              
mini (iOS 13) and Google Pixelbook in a tablet mode (ChromeOS 83). Tests have been made on
interfaces in several mobile browsers such as Chrome, Firefox and Samsung Internet Browser,             
Safari.

Following principles were used as guidelines: 

● The content of the pages should be comfortable to read and understandable in structure.              
The user will not close the required page if the letters are clearly visible to him; he does
not need to perform any additional manipulations with the screen or the site to see the                
necessary information. It is also essential to maintain the correct contrast of the content,
both in terms of colour and size, to properly adhere to the structure. 

● Buttons and menus should be easy to use. Ease of use directly affects website conversion.
In interfaces for devices with small screens, it is important to consider the main              
disadvantage of such devices - their size. Sometimes it can be difficult for users to reach
a small element with fingers. Selecting a menu field, clicking on a link, activating the               
required element and other actions should be easy for the user.

● The mobile version should be as functional as the full desktop website. 
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● In terms of external characteristics and behaviour, all elements should be understandable,            
predictable and correspond to the official Euronext UI library. 

4.2. Atomic Design 

The main property of atomic design is that it is not a technology, but a methodology. With the                  
atomic design, it is possible to create a complete design system that contains information about               
the components of the interfaces. It makes it possible to move from an abstract level to a                 
concrete one quickly. [28] 

This methodology allows you to divide any interface into functional components, the minimum            
constituent units, each has its own specific function. These units are subsequently assembled into              
systems, which is especially convenient when creating a complete design system. 

When creating this system, the author was inspired by the atomic structure of matter. Brad Frost                
drew an analogy between interfaces and chemistry: just as all substances in the universe are               
made of atoms, all interfaces are made up of components. These elements can be decomposed               
into five levels.  

1. Atoms are the smallest elements. In the context of web interfaces, atoms are a button, an               
input field, and more abstract elements such as colours, fonts, shadows, animations.            
Atoms provide a consistent interface style and become the building blocks of the page. 

2. Molecules are combinations of atoms that become more useful together than separately.            
For example, if we combine an input field, a button and a checkbox with each other, we                 
get a form. 

3. Organisms are large parts of the interface: a header with all buttons, a search field, a list                 
of social networks and a logo. 

4. Templates are elements from several organisms, the page wireframe. 
5. Pages are the last stage with relevant content, which tests the effectiveness of the entire               

design system. 

The atomic design was used in this work as part of recreating the UI library in Figma and later in                    
the layout of new pages for Oslo Børs VPS and Irish Stock Exchange projects. It allowed                
disassembling the interface into minimal constituent units, which were then assembled into site             
pages, consisting of a set of ready-made UI elements. 

4.3. Prototyping 

An interactive prototype is a simple model that shows the behaviour of a future system without                
requiring developers to write code. The prototype is the best tool for checking the concept of a                 
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project and identifying its weak points at a relatively low cost and time. Interactive prototypes               
allow you to quickly set up and test user interactions with the interface and make adjustments on                 
time. 

The prototyping process includes three stages: layout scheme, low and high fidelity            
prototypes[29]. 

● Layout Scheme 

The initial view of prototyping. Freehand rough sketch on paper. These "sketches" only indicate              
blocks on the page. The main goal is the definition of the different logical zones of an interaction                  
context and their distribution. It does not represent specific visual elements of the UI, which is                
very convenient and does not distract attention at the very first stage of the discussion. 

● Low-fi prototyping 

Such a prototype is already more detailed. The arrangement of the elements has been worked               
out, the sizes of blocks, fonts are roughly determined. Components are aligned relative to each               
other. But it can also be done by hand on paper. For this type of prototyping, it is best not to use                      
colour - it will distract from the point. Some apps, such as Balsamiq, deliberately imitate the                
sloppy drawing style so as not to focus on the look. Low-fi prototyping used to evaluate the                 
usability of a design. 

● High-fi prototyping 

This type of prototype already looks like a finished product with a selected style and pixel                
perfect elements. It is tested for compliance and approved with the customer. After which it is                
transferred to development. 

Considering that I was working with a ready-made ecosystem and my task was often to add some                 
functions to existing pages that had the layout and a certain style, the work usually began with                 
the development of High-fidelity prototypes. There was no point in Low-fidelity prototyping in             
this case. Only in rare cases, such as creating mock-ups for emails, was the creation of a layout                  
scheme applied first, to determine the structure of the letters, as the design system did not cover                 
this task in any way. 
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5. Implementation and Results 
Chapter 5 contains information about the practical implementation of the projects described in             
Chapter 2. Here the process of organising work and performing tasks will be explained in detail,                
including a description of problems that arose in the course of action and their solutions.  

5.1. Review of mobile version Live.com 

Based on the results of the analysis, several groups of typical bags were encountered and               
identified in the mobile version of the site. More details about each of them with a few examples,                  
as well as suggestions for their solution are given below. Errors were sorted by priority               
depending on their significant effect from the point of view of usability. 

5.1.1. Non-unified interface elements 

One of the main positive aspects of using a single UI library is the unification of interface                 
elements. It increases the productivity of the user and reduces the number of errors made by him                 
since the user can predict the behaviour of the system, based on his previous experience. On the                 
other hand, the use of a standardised interface simplifies the work of front-end developers and               
reduces the time and hence the costs of development. Also, ready-made interface solutions             
reduce the cost of maintaining a software product and promote code reuse [15]. 

This subsection will discuss some of the most critical problems related to the uniformity and               
standards of interface elements. One of the most frequent occurrences during the analysis of the               
interface was the multivariate use of the same element. It means that one button had several                
styles, the difference of which was not due to necessity but misunderstanding. This phenomenon              
leads to the fact that the elements begin to multiply in the software library, complicating the                
process of development, reusing these elements and maintaining the product [30]. 

Example 1: Secondary actions buttons 

Secondary actions buttons are used in panels and alongside tables to indicate actions that a user                
can take with content, such as expanding a table to see more information or printing. These                
buttons have particular placement positions on the page and view, which are indicated in the UI                
library. However, during realisation, the same secondary actions buttons were implemented in            
multiple ways and had different configurations: 

● As shown in figure 14, sometimes buttons are used as icons with text and sometimes only                
as icons. 
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Fig. 14.  Example of secondary actions buttons with and without text 

● The explanatory text for the icon is sometimes located to the left of the icon, sometimes                
below like the help button in Figure 15 below. 

 

Fig. 15. Example of secondary actions buttons with different text positions 

● The following example shows that the language of the explanatory text for the icon does               
not always correspond to the selected language of the website. The image in Figure 16               
below shows that when English is selected, sometimes the auxiliary text in the button is               
used in French. 

 

Fig. 16.  Example of secondary actions buttons with text in incorrect language 

● There is a "More Details" button to open the full table from the panel (which shows the                 
first five lines) on the site. As shown in figure 17, this button has two variable names.                 
During the discussion, it turned out that there is a slight difference between the two               
names. The "More Details" button opens the table in an additional panel on the right side                
(Off-Canvas), and the "See All" button opens the table by going to another page.              
However, this difference is small, and both buttons perform the same action. It does not               
affect the perception of the interaction, as this difference is not obvious to the ordinary               
user. Therefore, as a result of the analysis, it was recommended to abolish the option with                
the spelling "See All", since the other wording is more informative and versatile. 

 

Fig. 17.  Example of secondary actions buttons with two variable names 

As a result of a complete analysis, it was recommended to use the Secondary actions buttons as                 
an icon with the text below. Keeping the text is considered important because, despite the               
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prevalence and obviousness of the icons, the average user may not understand them or interpret               
them differently due to the little experience of using computers or specific utilities. 

Example 2: Filter form 

In several scenarios where the filter panel has far many configurations and a complex structure, it                
can be moved to an additional panel described in the UI library. It Off-Canvas panel opens on the                  
left side called by a button. It interaction works equally both in the full-fledged web version and                 
in the mobile version.  

Despite the existence of a detailed example of usage of this filter form in the UI kit, indicating all                   
details and distances between elements, there are several variations on the final website             
application. What is the difference will be discussed next. 

● Figure 18 shows that different names of buttons are used to indicate the same action (left:                
Submit button, in the centre and on the right - Apply button). Also, by UI library                
guidelines, the button names must be in capital letters, but this is not always followed like                
in Figure 18 in the centre. 

 

Fig. 18.  Filter form: "Apply" buttons 

● The reset button is implemented in some cases as a regular button, in some as a text                 
button in the upper right corner. In addition, buttons can have different names: Refresh              
or Reset” as shown in Figure 19. 
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Fig. 19. Filter form: "Refresh" and "Reset" buttons 

● There is a difference in the gaps used between the elements in the Filter form, as shown                 
in Figure 20. On some pages, ignoring the library's instructions, the buttons are placed              
too close to the filter. It may affect the usability of the form on a small smartphone                 
screen. 

 

Fig. 20. Filter form: Inconsistency in distances 

Example 3: Title of fields 

The next example of non-uniform use of interface elements concerns input fields. Figure 21              
shows three different text styles for the field title, even in the existence of a specific style in the                   
element library. It phenomenon complicates the code library, makes it harder to reuse interface              
elements, and creates a promiscuous interface. 
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Fig. 21. Title of fields 

Example 4: Some pages still follow the old guidelines 

Some webpages of the ecosystem were found following the appearance of the old guidelines              
before 2019. In the example, presented in Figure 22, the table, and all controls, except for the                 
tabs, need to be redone, following the new UI kit. 

 
Fig. 22. Example of old guidelines usage on the web page 

5.1.2. Behaviour 

This section will provide examples when the response of the interface elements did not meet the                
user's expectations, or if a code error was noticed in the behaviour of the element. Here will be                  
listed a few examples among them. 

Example 1: Search field 

Figure 23 below shows the home page of the Live site. The structure of this page contains                 
several elements: a header with a menu and a logo, a picture and, on its background, there is a                   
text with a search field at the bottom. The problem, in this case, is that the search field during                   
page scrolling overlaps the header (Figure 23 left). 
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Fig. 23. Search field overlap 

The simple solution here is to pin the search box in a container with an image under the header. 

Example 2: Columns in the table are not displayed 

To improve interaction with tables in the desktop web version, a drop-down is used with the                
choice of displayed columns. It helps users to keep the focus on what is important to them in the                   
face of massive tables. On the other hand, to adapt tables for the mobile version, the company                 
sometimes uses the column prioritisation method. Due to the small size of mobile screens,              
columns with the essential information are selected by default for each table, and the rest are                
eliminated. 

The case under consideration, shown in Figure 24: there both of these methods were saved. It led                 
to the fact that only the first three columns work in the table by default. When the user selects                   
other columns in the drop-down, there is no information on the screen. 
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Fig. 24. Error in table implementation; (left) the first 4 columns are activated and some at the bottom, (right) 

only the first 4 columns are activated 

Example 3: Useless “Loading” 

This bug takes place in the moment of interaction with the filter. After every change, the user                 
makes the entire menu shifts, which looks annoying and disorientates the user. The             
“LOADING...” message appears in each filter element, as shown in Figure 25. It happens              
because every user action causes the entire filter to be updated. 

Since loading occurs quickly, and the user does not see the result immediately until he closes the                 
filter menu, it is better to abandon the loading indicator in the form. If the updated table data load                   
slowly, the loading sign can be used on the page with the table. 

 
Fig. 25. The appearance of a loading indicator in each block 
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Example 4: View of the tables 

Implementing tables with large amounts of data is not an easy task, even for larger computer                
screens. It becomes much more challenging to fit it right for small screens. In general, on their                 
websites, Euronext uses a method to prioritise columns for small devices or add vertical and               
horizontal scrolling within the table.  

But as shown in Figure 26, this is not implemented everywhere. Here is a table with a large                  
number of columns. The last columns are not visible because it does not fit on the device screen.                  
There is also no indication that the table continues. The only way to see the complete data for the                   
user is to zoom in on the screen, which is not apparent. 

 
Fig. 26. Massive data table without size adaptation, some of the columns are not accessible 

If it is impossible to prioritise information, then the solution may be to fix the first column in the                   
table and make a horizontal scroll for the remaining columns. 

Example 5: Unable to undo 

The following example is also taken from the filter form. Figure 27 shows an element allowing                
the user to select the desired rating. It works great on the desktop web version. But on the                  
mobile, it is not possible to deselect by a second click as expected. The exact problem behind                 
was not unidentified, and it was hypothesised that this is a software problem. 
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Fig. 27.  Filter by rating, impossible to deselect in the mobile version 

Example 6: Clickable area 

To open the filter, the user should click on the "cross" (Figure 28) with no even small tolerance                  
of shift. But it will be more convenient to make the entire area of the rectangle clickable for                  
opening options, especially in the case of using small screens of mobile phones. It will help the                 
user to reach the desired element more accurately. 

 

Fig. 28.  Clickable area in the filter selection is the blue cross only 

5.1.3. Element appearance 

Interface elements should not only be well thought out but also well implemented. Suppose the               
appearance of elements is made inaccurately and untidy. In that case, it can have an effect not                 
only on the visual perception of the interface as a whole but also on the usability parameters. 

Example 1: Element missing 

As shown in Figure 29, there is no icon in the header of the mobile version page that allows you                    
to change the site language. The language is detected automatically based on the IP of the user.                 
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But since the users of the Euronext website are located all over Europe, it is vital to keep this                   
feature the same on the mobile version. 

  

Fig. 29. The header of the website with different elements; (left) mobile version, language change is missed, 
(right) proposed solution 

Example 2: Updates Icon 

Figure 30 shows the appearance of the panel, which consists of a header, body and footer with                 
the Secondary actions buttons. Such panels are often used to pre-view market data. 

  
Fig. 30.  Different types of “Update” icon and Secondary actions buttons 

The main issue here is that the update icon looks clickable because it is in line with the buttons                   
and looks the same. Although the update happens automatically at different intervals, depending             
on the data type and the user's role. It is confusing for the user because the button's appearance                  
has to act, but if the user clicks on it, he will not receive any reaction from the system. 

Three solutions have been proposed: 

1. Use an animated icon, which option exists in the UI kit. In the examples provided in the                 
library, there are two options for using (animated update icon and the same, but static               
one). In this case, it is better always to use animation, because an icon that moves will                 
indicate that updating is in process. It kind of icon will not prompt the user to click on it; 

2. Leave only text, as this is accompanying information that does not need an icon; 
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3. Give notice that the data is updated automatically. It can be in the form of text next to it                   
or as a notification after the user attempts to take action. 

Example 3: Dropdown size and icon 

Figure 31 shows kind of breakdowns possibly happening to UI elements when the screen size is                
limited: 

● Long text in the input fields falls under the drop-down list icon (Figure 31 (left)); 
● The field is too short, and the text does not fit inside and cannot be read (Figure 31                  

(right)). 

 
Fig. 31.  Too long text in the field; (left) text is overlapped with dropdown icon, (right) text is hidden by 

dropdown icon  

In the first case, it is necessary to work on the key code. Here is needed to set the padding around                     
the icon so that the text does not fall into it. Also, for the user understanding that the text                   
continues, put three dots at the place where the text is cut off. In this case, it is worth saving the                     
full version of the text directly in the drop-down list. 

In the second case, the drop-down list does not adapt correctly to the small screen size and hides                  
the content of the field. In this case, it is needed to check the encapsulation in the containers or                   
set the minimum allowed size of the input field. 

Example 4: Not enough contrast 

In some cases, as shown in Figure 32, the text becomes difficult to read when using a dark                  
theme. It is due to insufficient contrast of the colours used. In this example, the scroll bar of the                   
table has also become entirely invisible, which contributes to the situation when the user cannot               
receive important information because he overlooked the table control. 
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Fig. 32. Unreadable text in the dark theme 

Using brighter and lighter colours (available in the UI kit) will solve this problem. Colour               
recommendations and an example of using colours in a dark theme are given below. 

● for green - # 79D100   ;
● for blue -          # 41B6E6   ; 
● for grey - White or          # CED1D5 .

 
Fig. 33. Dark theme with brighter colours 

5.1.4. Alignment 

Broken alignment of elements on a page is not difficult to fix, but it is the most common                  
breakdown. In some cases, this is because the webpage does not appropriately adapt to mobile               
devices (Figure 34). It can be solved by reordering elements in a grid and containers. In others,                 
the elements are not aligned and the full web version, so this drawback manifests itself in the                 
mobile version as well. In this case, it is necessary to arrange the elements in the correct way                  
according to their meaning and place them inside the grid, observing the margins at the edges. 
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Fig. 34.  Misalignment of elements in mobile version (left) original version (right) proposed solution  

5.2. Design system  

The analysis of the mobile version turned out to be useful not only in terms of improving the                  
interaction on the site using the small screen. It additionally helped to reveal some imperfections               
in the existing system design, which could cause some of the errors described earlier. It               
subchapter will give a short review of the UI library, moreover describe the process of recreating                
it in a prototyping software tool. 

5.2.1. Review of UI Kit 

It can be assumed that many of the breakdowns were made due to inaccuracies and lack of                 
explanations in the UI library. For example, the situation of duplication of subsequent actions              
buttons described in the previous subchapter is similarly traced in the UI kit. For this reason, it                 
was decided to make a small analysis of the existing library of elements as well. The most                 
significant faults will be described below. 

Filter form 

This form has already been mentioned in section 5.1.2 about the mobile version. But it was                
examined there because this form has many implementational variations. Presumably, this           
happened due to the not well-prepared form in the library. Because the “Refresh” button is               
ambiguous (Figure 35(left)). If it means updating the information in the data table, then there is                
an “Apply” button. If this means “Refresh Filter”, then there is a “Reset” button. After discussion                
with the supervisor, it turned out that the "Reset" button resets all filter settings, closes the filter                 
and refreshes the page. While the "Refresh" button resets the filter without refreshing the              
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web-page. This function was created for those cases when tables are too massive and require a                
lot of resources to update.  

 

Fig. 35. Inconsistent filter buttons (left) original version (right) proposed solution  

In this case, it was recommended to use only “Apply” and “Reset” buttons. And assign the                
functionality of the now existent "Refresh" button to "Reset", since there are other elements to               
confirm actions and close the form. Also as they are tantamount in meaning, they should have                
the same form and be located at the bottom of the filter next to each other by analogy with the                    
buttons "Save" and "Cancel". 

Buttons 

The buttons provided in the Item Library can be improved by solving the following two               
problems: 

● Hover for resting button 

The various on-screen displays of an object give elements a noticeable difference. They             
are also an indicator of the commands that the user can apply to the element. The visual                 
methods of highlighting can be: inverse brightness, colour or contrast change, underline,            
blinking, or any other periodic change that can be dynamic or static. It allows the user to                 
determine that some object has received special status from the system[30]. 

In the example given in the library, a disabled button has a hover shown in Figure 36.                 
That destroys the logic of perception. Grey colour indicates that for some reason the              
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button is currently not available for action (for example, until a choice is made for               
confirming actions). But the presence of a hover suggests otherwise, which can confuse             
the user. And perhaps because of this, developers misuse the disabled button as a button               
with a low emphasis. 

  
Fig. 36. Disabled button with hover; (left) passive, (right) active 

● Different button heights 

As shown in Figure 37, different types of buttons in the library have different heights. In                
a situation where two separate buttons are next to each other, this is very noticeable and                
looks sloppy. For this reason, it is necessary designating a single generally accepted             
indicator of the height of the button. 

 
Fig. 37. Different button sizes in the  library 

Text Field with Error Suggestion 

At the moment, the library has three options for a text field indicating that the entered                
information was incorrect. In the input fields presented in Figure 38, the input fields are almost                
identical, in terms of meaning, there is no fundamental difference. Besides, these variants do not               
inform the user about the nature of the error. Later, it was noticed that this issue was resolved on                   
the website with an additional error notification that pops up at the top of the screen. But this                  
solution is not optimal. 
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Fig. 38. Three almost identical options for the incorrect field 

As a solution, it was proposed to replace the existing three input forms with the one provided in                  
Figure 39. It option helps the user understand how to correct the error by receiving suggestions                
for correcting the input error directly below the input field. It will also be more useful for colour                  
blind people. [31] 

 
Fig. 39. The solution proposed for the incorrect field representation 

Notifications 

The notifications do not have a proper relation between design and behaviour. Some of the               
demonstration of design mistakes listed here (Figure 40): 

● Colour codes for notification are incorrect. As well the colours used do not correspond              
with the meaning: a successful alert is highlighted in yellow, and a dangerous alert in               
green; 

● White and cyan are not contrasting colours, so the notification text is unreadable; 
● It is not clear for what purpose there are so many grey notifications, what is the                

difference. 

   
Fig. 40. Incorrect colour codes in the library 
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Behaviour and positioning are not described in the library. It leads to the fact that, on the                 
website, notifications appear everywhere: at the top between the page header and the content,              
moving the content down, in the corner. Sometimes even the notification contains an input field. 

5.2.2. Implementation in Figma 

Figma is a tool for UX/UI designers that provides functionality for creating mockups of              
interfaces and prototyping. Figma has many advantages, such as a multi-platform solution (the             
tool works great on both Windows and Macs), work in the web version, saving information in                
the cloud, interactive prototype demonstration mode by link, and much more. Figma also             
provides easy manipulation with styles and components - pre-prepared design elements (fonts,            
colours, buttons, shapes, etc.). These elements are collected into a single UI Kit that can be used                 
by all members of the project. It helps to significantly speed up the process of creating interfaces                 
if it needs to use the same design elements many times when working on one massive project or                  
a large number of small uniform projects. Figma also has an inbuilt developer mode. It allows                
developers to get from the layout all the information they need to work: images, object properties                
and distances between them, texts, and even automatically generated code for CSS, iOS and              
Android. At the same time, developers cannot affect and change the design of projects. 

Euronext has already used Figma software for the prototyping phase of the product development              
process. But when the work on the mocap was launched during the internship, it became clear                
that they did not use the main advantages of this software tool. The existing interface library was                 
not ported to Figma, which could lead to inconsistency and variability of the implemented              
elements. In addition, it was noticed that some of the previous mockups contain elements              
(buttons, icons, table parts, panels, etc.) as screenshots taken from the web version. That could               
also undoubtedly serve as the reasons for the breakdowns described in Сhapter 5.1. Since              
screenshots are not able to convey the correct size of the element and distort the appearance of                 
the implemented interface due to the broken scale. Also, in this case, the developers do not have                 
reference points for further work, because they cannot pick up necessary information such as the               
size of the element in pixels and their position, colours, type of font, etc. Therefore, developers                
begin to improvise, coming up with new hovers and placing elements where they deem              
necessary. Also, such a prototype cannot be interactive. Even if the UX designer has a clear idea                 
of what will happen when the user clicks a particular button, this is not always clear to other                  
developers without additional explanation. Not to mention, it helps the designer himself better             
understand the interaction because unpredictable problems may show up during prototyping. For            
these reasons, the prototyping part is essential. And at that time, the use of Figma did not give                  
any advantages to the company and was tantamount to using Photoshop for prototyping or              
something similar. 
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Considering all of the above, I insisted on recreating the UI library in Figma. It took some time at                   
the beginning of the internship and shifted little overall deadlines, but it had to be done. The final                  
result was an acceleration of the process of creating mockups during the second half of the                
internship. It added the ability to test interactive interfaces in an interactive mode, which is               
important for proper testing. It should also affect the final quality of the project implementation,               
because, in prototypes, it is possible to see all the details of the interaction, including hovers and                 
fixed elements when scrolling. 

All elements, including layouts, were grouped by meaning and presented in different states if              
necessary (inactive, focused, activated, hover, enabled, disabled). In the Figma interface, they are             
located in a tab in the panel on the left, and to start using an element - it just needs to be dragged                       
and dropped into the work area. Also, pre-prepared elements have the ability to preserve key               
properties. For example, if a designer wants to make a button longer, then the text will always be                  
strictly in the centre. Figure 41 below shows some parts of an element library created during the                 
internship. 

  
Fig. 41. Some of the buttons and icons created in Figma during the internship 

5.3. Oslo Børs VPS Project 

Internship for Euronext consists of several subprojects, mentioned in Figure 42, for Oslo Børs              
VPS integration. The outsourcing company, which works for Euronext, has already created user             
stories and has completed all the previous implementation phases. Therefore, my main task was              
to develop prototypes based on those data. It is worth clarifying that these user stories are not                 
character-based. They are somewhat closer to what John Carroll described in his book [32]: the               
user stories contain a description of the goal and a step-by-step explanation of tasks. During               
prototyping, the interaction with the system described in the scenarios was filled with more              
detailed solutions or sometimes changed. 
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5.3.1. Two Factor Authentication (TFA) 

NewsPoint is an information system for listed companies and OSLO BØRS. NewsPoint contains             
announcements, financial calendar, company information, register of primary insiders. Every          
user of Newspoint requires two factors authentication to access this information. 

The objective is to implement a custom Module on Connect.Euronext.com to allow the two              
factors authentication. Therefore an interactive prototype was made, which contains a total of 22              
screens and provides information on all possible states of interface elements. The interaction is              
based on the fact that when going from one screen to another, the user should not change pages.                  
The experience is fully managed dynamically within the same block. 

Interaction performed, depending on the TFA security level :  

● An advanced TFA: only SMS and voice message solutions are proposed; 
● A simple TFA: email, SMS and voice message solutions are proposed. 

This factor also changes the scenario and the input screens in the scenario (Figure 42). Although                
at the moment I think that it was possible not to create a separate screen with radio buttons, leave                   
the drop-down with only two options. In the prototype, the interactions for each option were               
fully displayed (for SMS, mail, phone number), since depending on this, titles, explanatory texts              
and of course, notifications changed. The prototype also showed different states of buttons and              
input fields, which led to such a large number of screens. 

 

Fig. 42. Two-factor authentication; (left) Strong security requirements, (right) A simple TFA 

Were also taken into account The different error message depending on the case :  

1. More than three codes requested by the user: "The code entered is not valid, please try                
again. You have 2 attempts left" (Figure 43); 
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2. More than three attempts to enter the code: “Too many failed attempts, please contact the               
support". On the notification block, a link leading to a webform must be available for               
support.

 

Fig. 43. Two-factor authentication error

5.3.2. Financial calendar

Currently, financial calendar events are contributed by Oslo users on Newspoint. These events
are displayed on Oslobors.no, in different blocks. The goal is to retrieve financial calendar              
events through a file sent to Drupal FTP, create nodes, and use them to display different views
on Live.Euronext.com. 

The design was made for three types of financial calendar displays, which can be roughly               
designated as two because two of them are almost the same. 

● Financial calendar block.  

This is a preview in the form of a panel on the page. This display should only show the                   
five most recent (close from today) financial events. Items are sorted by increasing Event              
date. A button "More details" needs to be displayed, allowing the end-user to display an               
off-canvas, showing all financial events (view Financial calendar canvas later in the text).             
The financial calendar is on instrument pages (Figure 44 (right)). It considers the display              
needs to be displayed in a block on the tab "Company information Oslo", only for Oslo                
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instruments. This panel differs from the previous one only by the absence of a column               
with the name of the companies and the size. 

   

Fig. 44. (left) Financial calendar block, (right) Financial calendar block on instrument pages 

● Financial calendar  Off-Canvas 

This view display needs to be displayed in an off-canvas component. This display should 
only show the 20 most recent financial events. If more, pagination is provided. Items are 
sorted by increasing event date. 

 
Fig. 45. Financial calendar Off-Canvas 
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5.3.3. Subscription email 

One of the tasks performed during the internship was creating the layout of emails for the Email                 
company press release and Email product news. The user receives a one news email immediately               
after its publication or an End of the Day summary depending on his preferences, configured in a                 
personal account. The email layout was made for the desktop version and separately for the               
mobile one of different widths: 600px and 320px. All layouts can be found in the Annex B.                 
During the work, all generally accepted rules concerning the specifics of the template for emails               
were taken into account [33].  

The email consists of :

● News report title 
● Issuer/Company 
● Published Date and Time 
● Body news 
● URL for the report 
● Button to go to news 
● Footer 

Later, during implementation, my supervisor wondered why I hadn't used the company's branded             
font for email layouts. My reasoning behind this is that the use of cross-platform fonts ensures
that the context is displayed correctly on all kinds of devices, but I decided to double-check.                
Relying on my personal opinion, I made a mistake: the Roboto font that I used in the layout is
not included in this group. For this reason, it was suggested to change the font to a more similar                   
Arial.

5.3.4. Add to subscription on instruments 

It was one of the most massive sub-projects for Oslo Børs VPS, with a total of 93 mockups                  
created. The main task was to implement new functionality for subscribing to the             
Connect.Euronext.com and Live.Euronext.com websites. This included creating a user         
subscription for Company Press releases, creating a Quote alert and adding ISIN to Wachlest.              1

The main screen mockups can be found in Annex C. 

Since all of these actions are directly related to the settings of the user personal account, first
have to check whether the user is logged on. If the user is not logged in and tries to activate the                     
functions described above, the system will offer him to log in using the popup (Figure 46 (left)).
The decision to use a popup was made to keep the user in the context of the task. Thus, the user                     

1 An International Securities Identification Number (ISIN) is a code that uniquely identifies a specific securities               
issue. 
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does not leave the current page and can immediately complete the desired action. After the user                
logs in, he does not need to click on the button again, the subscription will be automatically                 
created, and the user will be infirm with a notification. If the user already has a subscription, he                  
will also receive a notification (Figure 47). 

 
Fig. 46.  Login popups: (left) initial one ;(right) error of login 

  
Fig. 47.  Subscription notification  

To implement these functions, several new solutions were introduced: 

● Creation of new Secondary actions buttons, which were located on the panels for quick              
access to the function. Figure 48 shows examples of the implementation of these buttons.              
The icons were designed by me and approved by the supervisor and the development              
team. They were made in Adobe Illustrator [34] and invented taking into account the              
corporate identity of the company. Icons are implemented for light and dark themes in an               
inactive status and the colour of the hover for each theme. 
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Fig. 48.  Example of implementation of new secondary action buttons and icons 

created  

● Adding the user ISIN in one of his watchlists directly on the instrument page from the                
quote block. The user can configure it with a watchlist on the modal. My contribution, in                
this case, was the proposal to give the user the ability to create a new Watchlist directly                 
from this form (Figure 49). The scenario that the user will not have a suitable Watchlist                
was not specified initially in the user scenario. It also helped to solve the problem with a                 
situation in which the user does not have a Watchlist yet, initially it was proposed to                
provide the user with a default "My first Watchlist". This could later give the user               
unnecessary trouble with renaming and sorting the content. 

 
Fig. 49.  Watchlist management popups 

Also, during the work, it was decided to remake the existing Quote alert management page.               
Previously, it looked like a popup with a relatively long scroll. The popup window, in addition to                 
the fields for filling, also contains a lot of explanatory information, which in the form of ordinary                 
text, makes the form even larger. Also, due to scrolling, it may not be obvious to the user that at                    
the end, there is a "Submit" button, which is not visible at first glance. This may cause the user                   
not to save the necessary information and to re-enter the data (Figure 50 (left)). Therefore, it was                 
decided to remake the form in the form of Off-Canvas. The help text has been redesigned as                 
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tooltips. Switch and button are placed at the top of the form, which remains fixed during                
scrolling and is always visible to the user (Figure 50 (right)). 

  
Fig. 50. Quote alert management page: (left) original version (right) remade version 

After the completion of the work, when the development team started to implement one 
inconsistency was found. It appeared because several people worked on the same functionality 
but in different user scenarios. The concept of the screens is the same, but they look different. 
Figure 51 shows a subscription for company press releases: 

● In Figure XX(left) there is my mockup, here the user opens a popup from the 
instrumental page,  

● In Figure XX(right) there is a mockup of an employee of a hired company in which 
subscriptions are managed directly from the user's account settings. 

  
Fig. 51. Subscription for company press releases: (left) popup form for instrumental page; (right) popup form 

for user settings form 

After re-discussion, we came to the conclusion that the presence of buttons in the table will take 
a lot of space. Also, the switches can mislead the user, because, in this way, the deactivation and 
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activation of existing subscriptions are displayed in the personal account, and not the addition of 
new ones. In addition, none of these options allows the user to understand whether he is 
subscribed to the news of this company or not. In this case, I proposed to use badges with the 
inscription "Add". And in case the user is already subscribed, mark it with an inactive caption 
"Subscribed" (Figure 52). 

 
Fig. 52. An updated form of Subscription for company press releases 

5.4. Dublin Project

At the beginning of the internship, there were ready and validated interface wireframes prepared
for the ISE [11]. The wireframes were made in Excel by a contractor company [9]. It is                
comWatchlistom screenshots of existing web pages with overlapped content and inserted text
related to the project. Also, these wireframes contain footnotes with explanations. These           
prototypes are something between a paper prototype and a high-fidelity prototype, they are not
interactive and already offer some design and structure. It was done at the very beginning of the                
project to eliminate misunderstandings between the developers and business owners who
validated the project. These layouts served as a visual representation of the project for people               
outside in the field of interface design. It is worth noting that the company at that time did not
have a UX designer on the staff. So the discussion of visual and interactive solutions was still                 
under discussion at the stage of creating interactive prototypes.

In general, it was necessary to create prototypes for displaying information about funds and              
bonds on Live.Euronext.com, which includes five subprojects: 

● Funds;
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● Bonds Directory Page; 
● Bonds Instrument Page;  
● Government Bonds; 
● Bonds Transfer Issue Documents. 

At the time of this writing, only one of the above sub-projects has been fully completed. The first                  
priority was the implementation of mockups for the Bonds Directory Page. The goal was to               
propose a new page for the Bond from the Dublin market.  

This directory board must list: 

● all bonds issuer including Debt, Government bonds, ECP + programmes associated 
● all listed bonds securities names are Standalone or attached to a programme 
● all the data related to these securities that must be sent via the API in the different                 

columns organised per issuer, programme 

The structure of the data on the page is rather complicated for an inexperienced person.               
Simplification of the information led to three levels of data. At the first level are               
Companies/Issuers. They can have Programmes and/or Securities (second level). These          
Securities are called Standalone because they have no Programmes and belong directly to the              
Companies/Issuers. Programmes can also have Securities (this is the third level). 

Figure 53 shows how this is implemented on the original Irish Stock Exchange web-site. And in                
the given example, it is impossible to understand what refers to what. In this regard, the main                 
task is to structure information and present it to the user in a way to easily understand. 

 

Fig. 53. Debt page on Irish Stock Exchange web-site 
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As mentioned earlier, a third-party company [9] was involved in the analysis and preparation of               
the information. As a result of their work, I was provided with the first layouts. Those                
wireframes contained three layouts that described table views with data (Fig 54) and a filter (Fig                
56). A full set of layouts is in Annex D. 

 
Fig. 54. Bonds Directory Page first layout 

Working with tables turned out to be the most challenging and exciting part of the internship. It                 
was necessary to find a solution for the correct representation of massive tables so that the user
could easily understand what belongs to what. For this, the rules of perception and information               
described in Chapter 3 were used. Elements with the same value were combined by colour
background, and levels were marked using different alignments. For the expanding part of the              
table, a unifying strip was also used, which connects all the information that opens, this
technique has not been previously implemented on the Euronext sites. 

In addition to the complex structure of the page, there were many other points to consider. Such
as the name of Securities can contain up to 200 characters. To fit all the information related to                  
security in one line, it was first proposed to use a hover with a full name or a technique in which,
when hovering over a column, it expands, narrowing the rest and the user can see the name of                  
Securities fully. As a result, these ideas were abandoned because the user should be able to see
all the information at once. It was decided to use a big string in two lines, subtracting the first                   
one only under the name of security and placing the rest of the information below.

It was also worth considering that the number of Securities for one program or Standalone can be                
three-digit. Initially, a proposal was considered to limit the number of Securities in the view field
and add a scroll, which was rejected for the same reason. The user cannot remember such long                 
names, and for clarity, he needs to see them all. But in order to prevent the table from becoming
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infinite, we decided to limit the primary number of displayed Securities and add the "Load more"                
button. It will save space on the page in case the user needs other information. 

Figure 55 shows the final layout of the data table. 

 

Fig. 55. Bonds Directory Page final prototype 

Initially (Figure 56), it was decided to reuse the Filter from the existing Bond’s page on                
Live.Euronext.com for other markets, since the components are almost identical (Figure 57) to             
reduce the amount of development time. But I suggested making changes to the filtering item by                
IssuerAnnexe since the existing double scrolling is not convenient. Also, tables can contain             
hundreds of items that cannot be manually scrolled, which makes the filter in the form of                
checkboxes useless. Instead, it was decided to use a multi-selection field with the ability to type                
the name directly into the field (Figure 58). 
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Fig. 56. Off-canvas filter first layout 

 

Fig. 57. Off-canvas filter on Live.Euronext.com 
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Fig. 58. Off-canvas filter final prototype 
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6. Conclusion 

6.1. Summary 

The goal of this thesis was to introduce Oslo Børs VPS and Dublin Stock Exchanges into the                 
Euronext Website Ecosystem. It involved migrating existing functionality from the original           
websites and implementing new one features. One of the projects has been successfully finished              
at the time of thesis delivery. The second is planned to be completed before the end of the                  
internship in September. Even though I started the project already at a rather late stage (creating                
mockups), I was able to get a complete scope of the projects. Participation in them helped me to                  
get an idea of how the process of implementing a product occurs within a huge international                
company. While working on the projects, I encountered simple tasks as also very complex ones,               
such as organising three-level data in an understandable table. It became an exciting task for me                
and a real professional challenge. Also, due to the global pandemic of COVID-19, I experienced               
remote work, which gave me another point of workflow organisation. 

In addition to global projects, some background tasks were carried out: review the mobile              
version of Live.Euronext.com and work with the company's design system. Those tasks were             
performed in the background and resulted in a report. 

I am proud of my achievements during the internship. The most important job done I consider                
changing the approach of working in a company with a professional tool for prototyping              
(Figma). The consequence should be to reduce implementation inaccuracies at the programming            
stage and to simplify and speed up the prototyping process in the future. 

However, there are also some drawbacks. Unfortunately due to the low priority, fixing bugs in               
the interface of the mobile version was postponed for the uncertain period. It happened because               
deadlines for other projects were shifted due to COVID-19. 

6.2. Limitations 

Since, globally, projects started long before my internship, all preliminary stages of preparing the              
migration were done by a third-party company, including user stories. Therefore, during my             
work on the project does not involve access to users, means no tests performed. 

The last limitation was that at the beginning of my work, the first layouts for the Dublin project                  
had already been validated. These layouts, as described earlier, already had specific design. But              
at the same time, they were not comprehensive and were not interactive, which led to some                
emerging problems at the design stage. It was due to the fact that the UX designer was not                  
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involved in the development and validation of these layouts. Unfortunately, validation is a rather              
complex process that could not always be changed, even if better solution alternatives were              
found. So I needed to make the layouts provided to me as usable as possible. 

6.3. EIT courses 

EIT Digital Master program is my second education in the field of UX/UI. During my studies                
there, I enormously advanced in the area and elaborated something I can call my style. Master 1                 
and Master 2 were beneficial programs. The first year at Polytechnic University of Madrid[35]              
was concentrated on theory and basic knowledge, the second year in University Paris Saclay[36]              
gave me a lot of experience in complex applications. Learning from my courses covered many               
aspects of usability testing, data analysis, design, etc. Sessions gave me the practice to work in                
many different environments, which I can adapt to different situations. During my internship in              
Euronext,  I succeeded in using all of this efficiently. 

6.4. Future work 

My internship will end on September 18, 2020. Therefore, this section describes the tasks that I                
will perform and those that are planned after my departure. 

At the time of this writing, only one part of the planned six has been completed for the Dublin                   
project. For this reason, the creation of mockups for Funds, Bonds Instrument Page, Government              
Bonds and Bonds TI Documents are left for further work. It will include interactive prototyping               
as well. After the prototypes are completed, the phase of front-end development will begin. Since               
the new approach to using Figma has been changed, a meeting with the developers is also                
scheduled in the upcoming period. The purpose of this meeting for me is to demonstrate Figma's                
accessibility features designed for developers. Also, an important point will be a demonstration             
of the work of interactive prototypes, in which developers can trace the logic of interaction and                
see hovers and different states of elements. It is necessary since, at the moment in the                
implementation of some site pages, there is variability in the use of element states, despite the                
existing library. After that, testing is planned to verify the correctness of the interface              
implementation. 
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Annex A: Stock market glossary  
All definitions retrieved from the TMX Money websource [37] 

Bonds - Promissory notes issued by a corporation or government to its lenders, usually with a
specified amount of interest for a specified length of time. 

Debt Price - The price paid per $100 of a debt instrument's face value traded. A debt instrument                  
trading at par would have a price of $100. A price below face value (for example, $99.1)                 
indicates that the debt instrument has traded at a discount. A price above face value (for example,                 
$101.1) indicates that the debt instrument has traded at a premium. 

Delist - The removal of a security's listing on a stock exchange. It is done when the security no                   
longer exists, the company is bankrupt, the public distribution of the security has dropped to an
unacceptably low level, or the company has failed to comply with the terms of its listing                
agreement.

Delisted Issue - The status of a security that is no longer listed on the Exchange. The security                  
could trade on another market. 

Equities - Common and preferred stocks, which represent a share in the ownership of a
company. 

Issue - Any of a company's securities or the act of distributing the securities. Issued shares refer                 
to the portion of a company's shares that have been issued for sale. A company does not have to                   
issue the total number of its authorized shares. 

Issued and Outstanding Securities - Commonly refers to the situation where the number of
issued securities equals the number of outstanding securities. However, under certain corporate           
statutes in Canada, an issuer may have issued securities and then repurchased those securities
without cancelling them. In that case, the securities are issued but are not outstanding. As a                
result, the number of issued securities does not equal the number of outstanding securities.

Issuer Status - The trading status of a listed or formerly listed issuer. Issuer status types include:                 
delisted, listed, suspended, and trading. 

Last Sale Price - For a Market On Close (MOC)-eligible security, the last sale price equals the
calculated closing price. If the MOC closing price acceptance parameters are exceeded, it equals              
the last board lot sale price of the security on the exchange in the regular trading session.

For any other listed security, the last sale price equals the last board lot sale price of the security                  
on the exchange, in the regular trading session. 
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Listed Issuer - An issuer that has at least one class of securities listed on Stock Exchange. 

Listed Stock - Shares of an issuer that are traded on a stock exchange. Issuers pay fees to the                   
exchange to be listed and must abide by the rules and regulations set out by the exchange to
maintain listing privileges. 
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Annex B: Subscription email 

     

Fig. A1. (a) Email product news (digest) Web-version 600px, (b) Email product news (digest) Mobile version 
320px 
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Fig. A2. (a) Email company press release (1 email) Web-version 600px, (b) Email company press release (1 
email) Mobile version 320px 
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Annex C: Add to subscription on instruments 

 

Fig. С1. ISIN page for Connect.Euronext.com 
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Fig. С2. ISIN page for Live.Euronext.com 
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Fig. С3. Off-Canvas for Quote Alerts in the case when everything are open 
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Fig. С4. Off-Canvas for Quote Alert interaction with Price/Volume conditions 
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Fig. С5. Company press releases subscription modal 
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Annex D: Dublin Project 

 
Fig. D1. Bonds Directory Page at the  Company /Issuer level (final prototype) 
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Fig. D2. Bonds Directory Page in the case when All levels are open (final prototype) 
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Fig. D2. Bonds Directory Page (first layout) 
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